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Complaint centered around refund
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English 100W policy altered after challenge

lub works
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By Cary Wyant-Shairer
An SJSU social work student
successfully changed a university
policy last week by complaining to
university omsbudsman Charles
Whitcomb about procedures used in
the Testing Office.
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Ella Harrison, senior, said she
became "very angry" after her
unsuccessful attempt to get a refund
for the $15 fee she had paid to take

IS to get
ri tage.

the English 100W waiver exam.
Harrison said she registered for
the exam late and then tried to get a
refund the day before the exam after
finding out her husband needed oral
surgery.
She said she was not informed
by the testing office until after she
registered for the exam that
students must apply for refunds
three days before the test date.

But since Harrison registered
for the exam only four days before
the test date, and applied for a
refund the day before the exam, it
was too late for her to get a refund.
Harrison maintained the testing
office should have told her the
refund policy before, not after, she
registered for the test.
"I had several contacts with the
office," she said. "They had several
opportunities to tell me (their

policy)."
"You walk in, pay your money,"
she added, "and they hand you the
rules and regulations on your way
out the door."
Harrison called the policy of not
informing students of the rules
before they pay the $15 fee "a gross
injustice. They (the testing office)
are ripping students off."
"I have a responsibility as a
student to adhere to rules and

Viva Cinco de Mayo, Viva Mexico

regulations," Harrison said, "but
the testing office has a responsibility
to inform students of those
too
rules."
Harrison said she is less concerned with the lost $15 than with the
principle involved.
"At this point the money is
secondary to me," she said. "But to
have someone arbitrarily deny you
your rights is wrong."
"I would have driven all the way
to Sacramento to do something
about it (the policy I," she said.
Instead, Harrison went to
Whitcomb to try to get the testing
offiPe policy changed.
"Dr. Whitcomb said he un-

derstood my complaint," she said.
Harrison’s efforts were
rewarded she received a letter
from the omsbudsman last week
saying the refund policy has been
changed, that hereafter "office staff
will . . inform students" that they
waive their right to a refund if they
register late for the English 100W
exam."
Harrison said she doesn’t expect
to get back the $15 she paid to the
testing office. But she will feel
satisfied, she said, if "students will
now know they have rights, and
know they have recourses when they
think their rights have been denied
them."

Clocks on the wall
don’t always call
the hours that fall

by Dave Leper,

Francisco Morua yells "Viva Mexico" during Sunday’s Cinco
de Mayo parade in downtown San Jose. Although the
celebration started this weekend, today is the 120th an

niversary of the 3attle of Puebla, which started the war that
lead to Mexican Independence.

By Chris Borden
It’s forever.
It’s fleeting.
There’s never enough of it.
In some of the classrooms at
SJSU, it’s wrong.
For the answer to this clever
riddle, just check the wall of your
favorite classroom...
For Tom McGinley, associate
director of Plant Operations,
keeping SJSU’s timepieces up with
Daylight Savings Time isn’t as easy
as clockwork.
"These clocks have a mind of
their own," McGinley said. "We
reset the clocks on the 26th ( of
April). Some reset and a lot didn’t."
A spot check
yesterday of 30
clocks in various campus locations
showed all but three had the correct
time.
Two of those were five hours
behind.

Academic Senate election results in
By Cindy Maro
Election results were released
Monday for 11 SJSU Academic
Senate and two California State
Senate
Academic
University
representatives.
William Gustafson, Human
Performance Department, beat
SJSU senators Helen Ross, Health
Science Department, and Martha
Thompson, Nursing Department, in
the race for the CSU Senate seat that
expires in 1984.
Robert Wilson, Social Science
Program, ousted incumbent George
Moore, history, in the competition
for the CSU Senate seat that expires
in 1985.
However, competition was non-

e

’Often people are reluctant to run for office’
existent for 9 of the 11 vacant SJSU
Senate positions. Only the schools of
engineering and education had more
than one nominee.
Spicher
defeated
Robert
Rameshwar Singh in the race of the
School of Engineering seat. Spicher
and Singh are from civil
engineering.
Barbara Lopossa, elementary
education, is the School of
Education’s representative to the
senate. Lopossa defeated Gloria
Weddington, speech and hearing
center.

After running unopposed, Amy
occupational
Killingsworth,
therapy, was elected to fill the
vacant School of Applied Arts and
Sciences seat.
James Stull, marketing and
quantitative studies, had no competition for the School of Business
seat and won the election.
Two candidates sought and won
the two vacancies from the School of
Humanities and the Arts. They are
Jack Haeger from the English
Department and incumbent Ray
Pimentel from the Foreign

Language Department.
Ruth
Yaffe,
Incumbent
chemistry, won the School of Science
seat after running unopposed.
In addition, incumbent Roy
Young, political science, was elected
the School of Social Sciences
representative after running
unopposed.
Three candidates ran and were
elected as representatives from the
general unit, which covers all areas
not represented by the seven
schools. They are incumbent Louie

Sandra
counseling,
Barozzi,
Kajiwara, library, and Kent
McLaughlin, counseling.
Ballots were submitted to the
Academic Senate office April 27. All
faculty were eligible to vote as were
some administrators and
professional staff members, such as
deans, counselors and program
directors. Nominations were submitted by the electorate March 19.
Richard LeClair, chairman of
the senate’s election committee,
explained why many seats went
uncontested.
"A lot of people feel that the job
takes a lot of time," he said. "Quite
often people are reluctant to run for
the office."

Marketing class polls SJSU students
By Holly Fletcher
Opinion polls are traditional
headline makers.
During campaign years, the
Gallup poll can make or break
election bids; during television
ratings week, the Nielsen survey can
sound the demise of favored
programs. And the increasing
frequency of surveys about the sex
habits of the American public makes
good reading any time.
Though not quite as interesting
reading as Shere Bite’s sex surveys,
SJSU has its own poll in progress.
Jerome Reed, associate
professor in Marketing and Quantitative Studies, and his marketing
research class are in the process of
polling more than 2,000 students.
The poll concerns the use of space in
the Student Union.
Pat Wiley, S.U. associate
director, said the poll will give the
S.U. board of directors "new ideas
that the union might follow up on
new services."
The poll is comprised of 57
whether
inquiring
questions
students use the present services in
the union and what services they
would like to see added. They are
also asked which services they
would like to ,..ce redtict,! or del.lot
in favor of the added services.

,

As Wiley noted, "If they are
really hot to have a petting zoo in

Survey will provide S.U. with ’new ideas’
here, are they willing to give up an
existing service"
According to Ron Barrett, S.U.
director, the union has used polls in
the past and he said they are used to
"get good input from students, so the
board can be guided."
The poll lists the following
facilities as possible additions to the
Student Union: A pro shop, a plant
shop, a hair salon, t,:avel agency,
dartboard area, a coin-operated

room
typewriter
speciality shops.

and

other

The poll also asks whether the
students have attended events in the
union and whether they have ever
used facilities like the art gallery,
games room, lounge areas or
restrooms.
Reed said 680 students were
polled last week by 70 student
pollsters He said the students were

Awareness Day
recognizes abilities
of disabled
students

randomly chosen as they walked by
the Union and the Clark Library and
that 90 percent of those students
asked filled out the forms. He said
the form took about 10 minutes to fill
out.
In addition, Reed will poll approximately 1500 students M an inclass survey from randomly chosen
classes. He said the in-class polling,
which will take place next week,
represents more of a cross section of

students than the "intercept"
polling.
The students will prepare a
preliminary report from the data
and give that to the S.U. board
within two weeks. Reed said. His
formal report, using the data
collected from the in -class surveys,
will be available to the board next
Fall.
Reed said polling is a good way
to determine what people think.
"If you can get a representative
sample you can get a fairly good
understanding of how the population
as a whole feels," he said.

By Edna Carter
The first Campus Recognition Program has been
established to recognize individuals who contribute to
equal opportunities for students with disabilities.
"The awards program is for outstanding faculty,
students, staff and alumni who have been successful role
models to others," said Peggy Grodhaus, disabled services program developer.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton will present the
awards to the winners during Ability/Disability
Awareness Day tomorrow. Spartan Shops has donated
money for the plaques, according to G rodha us
Nominations are being accepted for five awards: the
outstanding disabled student, outstanding disabled
alumnus, outstanding student leader, outstanding faculty
member and outstanding staff person.
The outstanding disabled student award recognizes a
student with a disability who h as demonstrated academic

Stephanie Yassini, clerical
assistant in the dean of the schools of
science’s office,
found
the
discrepency amusing.
She said two of the office clocks
were fixed but one showed time five
hours behind.
"I wondered how one could be
missed," she said, staring at the
clock which showed 5:30 when it was
really 10: 25 a.m.
Down the hall in S-133, it was
Pacific Standard Time but in S-131,
one would have to be somewhere in
the middle of the Pacific Ocean for
the 5:30 reading to be true.
One student in the room for a
physics class took the discrepancy
philosophically.
"This is a science building,"
said Don Ackley, a senior in biology.
"What do you expect the clocks to be
on time for?"
McGinley said the problem with
the ciocks is really in the master
control panel in the boiler plant.
It works on 48-volt direct
current," he said. "It’s something
left over from the Dark Ages."
McGinley said the problem is
hard to trace because it could
originate in the master panel, an
underground wire or in a building’s
main control panel.
"We don’t know how to fix the
main panel," he said. "We may
bring a specialist in if we can find
someone to fix that old thing."
He explained the clocks haven’t
been fixed partly because of
preparation for the 125th anniversary, the installation of fire
alarms (a more pressing problem,
he said) and a shortage of employees in the electrical shop.
He said there is one position
open and "we need to hire another
man" but the hiring and purchasing
freeze imposed last month prevents
hin from filling these positions.
He also said the master control
system is no longer the best way to
control clocks.
The clock mechanisms have
become cheap," McGinley said.
You can buy a plug-in clock for
about $12."
Some of the clocks are not only
out of kilter but also are broken.
"We know we have 15 broken
clocks," McGinley said. "We’re
fixing five now."
He believes the clocks are
"something we should address" but
that Plant Operations ’an’t effectively do so until it starts its
planned maintenance system.
The system is stalled because
the freeze prevents Plant Operations
from buying the necessary computer.
Plant operation’s clock is a plugin model, which McGinley likes.
"It’s not on the main system,
thank God," he laughed.

achievment as well as becoming involved in campus and
community activites.
The outstanding student leadership award recognizes
a student who may or may not have a disability. He or she
has promoted campus and community awareness of
concerns of disabled students and has helped to eliminate
barriers.
The outstanding disabled alumnus award is for an
SJSU graduate who has a disability and has demonstrated
achievement in the community.
The outstanding staff person is someone who is
providing exceptional assistance to disabled students.
And the outstanding faculty award is for an instructor
who is responsive to the needs of disabled students.
This program was developed as part cf the conclusion
of the International Year of the Disabled Persons, which
ended in December.
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Editorial

War is the ultimate duel

Liberate Pot!

Blow final whistle on sports

Dr. Tod Mikuriya thinks marijuana should be part of his business.
Joe Allen, the district attorney in Medoncino County, thinks it
shouldn’t be any of his.
These are just two of the many prominent businessmen, physicians
and politicians who have signed a petition which would get an initiative on
the California ballot proposing the following :
(A I Adults, 18 years or older, shall not be punished criminally, nor be
denied any right or privilege, nor be subject to any permit or license
requirement, for past or present private possession, cultivation and/or
transportation of marijuana for personal use; nor shall licensed
physicians be penalized for medical use of marijuana.
(B) This enacts amnesty for an elimination of records of all prior
marijuana offenses for acts which are no longer illegal.
The new initiative also includes a stipulation which protects the main
thrust of the initiative should any part be found unconstitutional.
The problem is not marijuana use, but California’s marijuana law
policy.
After 65 years of enforcement failure, and millions of dollars spent
annually in a wasted effort, the rate of violent crimes continues to rise,
along with the profits made possible because of the law.
The marijuana laws as they stand now, hypocritically prohibit a drug
not proven toxic while approving two drugs proven to be far more
dangerous, alcohol and tobacco.
And by perpetuating the lies started about marijuana over 65 years
ago, the laws encourage our youth to experiment with more harmful
drugs by implying similarity.
The results are a panic among the uneducated, and a widening of the
gap between parent and child.
The initiative as stated would not have any direct effect on laws
regarding sales, minors, or driving-under-the-influence.
By approving this initiative we can repeal laws which unconstitutionally mandate a state code of morality based on religious
dogma, and which infringes on the privacy of all citizens, violates
property rights, and disallows the right to control one’s own body.
The three million regular smokers of marijuana in the state of
California should not be made to feel like common criminals.
Smokers of tobacco and drinkers of alcohol are not grouped with
thieves, rapists and murderers, so why should this be done to pot
smokers?
And even if one does not smoke, should we allow law enforcement
officials to continue to squander valuable tax dollars and precious time
that could be better used fighting real crime?
Our court system is already backlogged with over crowded jails with
more tax money being wasted in the process.
It is time we fought real crimes, and for the public to become aware
of their own bodies and limits by learning the truth and dispelling the
rumors.
We urge your support of this new initiative, and encourage all to sign
the petitions now circulating to put it on the June ballot.
For more information write to: FREE POT, P.O. Box 6441, San Jose,
Ca. 95150 or call ( 408) 842-8717.

"Yes I’m biased against
sports," I said to my housemate who
recently subscribed to a cable sports
program station. "And I’m not going
to chip in for it."

By Scott Shifrel
Staff Writer

That was the start of it. I finally
recognized my hate of all the great
American pastimes: baseball,
track, football, basketball and
boxing. Especially boxing.
But I had to sit down and think
about what I was saying there in my
living room, just before the Holmes
fight.
I remembered watching a
basketball player getting his head
slammed in after he put on a great
double fake and his opponent bought
it.
I remembered listening to the
mad ravings of some demented
announcer shouting out of the tube
that "this fight will be the greatest
event of the 20th century."
What hype, what trash, what
greed.
Sports in America has turned
into a way for millions to make a
living and for some to rake in big
viciousness and
bucks off the
vacarious thrills of "professionals"
tackling, slamming, or beating each
other’s brains out.
Like gladiators of old, these men
( and it is mostly men, though there

Vidal espouses wit at SJSU

By Jon Swartz
Staff Writer

Senate seats.
Few of them were disappointed.
Vidal made them laugh, applaud and most importantly think when he introduced himself as the
"peace candidate" last Friday.
He exposed a desire to buck the traditional political
ideals of other Senate members, that of persistent attempts to please their military and industrial constituents.
Instead, he stressed his desires to act on an individual
impulse, not that of a messenger for the corporate system.
His wish was both admirable and refreshing.
Vidal is admirable in his desire to maintain an endangered trait in politicians ( or anyone for that matter),
self integrity, and refreshing in his biting and brilliant
anecdotes concerning all topics.
It is no surprise then, that the erudite Vidal has
skyrocketed from political obscurity six weeks ago to a
respectable 17 percent rating in the polls, good for second

the college athletes who neglect
their schooling, waste their
educational opportunities, so they
can concentrate on athletics and
reach the pros.
And when they don’t make it
there is nothing left, they are alone,
without skills, cheated out of a
complete life by promises left
lifeless.
And even the ones that make it
don’t have that much to look forward
to. A professional sports career in
almost anything but golf or
does not last more than a
bowling
few years on the average.
Look at SJSU. Here is a school
with a wonderful heritage, a great
history, a noble past. Some of the
best academic programs in the

niversary party and blues festival
were smashing successes.
The community came and saw
the school at its finest. The local
papers and radio stations all
featured stories on SJSU’s past and
present glories.
What are we here for, to train
minds or bodies? What is it we
should be celebrating, the glories of
the finest accomplishments in
academic
and
humanistic
achievement or the glories of the
football team?
"But,"a friend of mine said
when I expressed these feelings to
him, "have you ever been to a
Spartan Football, Basketball, or

sat
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One team slaughters another, one player destroys
another with a devastating block, they bit the dust.
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and why do we call army warm-up
exercises ’war games," he said
with a cynical smile.
To drive home the point he told
me to pick up the sports pages of any
paper and just look at some of the
outrageous analogies.
One team slaughters another. A
player destroys another with a
devastating block. They bite the
dust, he gets nailed, they are wiped
out, beaten, robbed of hits.
I had no answer, was at a loss,
angered and frustrated.
Something inside me said that
sport is evil, but did I really feel it
was that evil?
We all have heard the stories of

nation are here.
There are more students than
can be handled. The administration
is crying for money to lure faculty to
teach here, programs are impacted,
classes full.
And what does the administration want? They want to
push football to get some positive
public relations. It just doesn’t make
any sense.
Do we need more students? No.
Do we need good PR? Well, it
wouldn’t hurt. But why pile all that
,
money into football?
One only needs to look at the
great celebration that took place
here last week. The 125th an-

Baseball game?"
"Yes, guilty on all counts," I
replied.
There is positive in sports.
There is value. Sure it shows the
ugly side of competition, it excludes
many and degrades the mind.
But as the late great sportswriter Red Smith said, it adds to
the gaiety of American life.
Yes, I enjoy a softball game now
and again, I’ll go see someone play,
and even pay to do so (lam a Giant
and 49er partisan). But there is
something so evil, so wrong, so
disgusting about sports that there is
no way I would buy a cable sports
channel.
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Honesty, intelligence spark talk

A politician with a bright and trail blazing future
came to SJSU recently.
No, it wasn’t Tom McEnery or Claude Fletcher, the
two mayoral candidates for San Jose, but Gore Vidal,
renowned novelist and playwright.
Vidal spoke for an hour at the S.U. amphitheater
before an estimated crowd of 300, many of whom were
interested in seeing the writer "1876," "Centennial,"
"The Best Man" ) continue his political campaign in quest
of the Democratic nomination for one of the two 1982 U.S.

are a few "lady netters" or Lady
Spartans" I act out games at would
all rather watch than play.
It seems a reflection of a gutless
society (although most pot-bellied,
beer guzzling sports watchers would
disagree).
"What is the ultimate sport," I
once asked a friend. "War," he said.
I was appalled, angered, and
provoked.
But war makes perfect sense in
that context. It is the ultimate duel,
the final match, the fight of your life.
It is really what sport is all about.
"Yet there are no rules in war as
there are in sport," I told my friend.
"Well if there are no rules in
war, then what is a ’war atrocity,’
what were the Geneva accords for,

HO

place behind Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr. who seems
assured of about half of the Democratic vote.
Vidal has parlayed his profound philosophies into
painfully honest assessments of our society, exposing the
corrupt and lecherous motives that have spurred the
minds of our higher political authority.
"There is a total corruption now in major political
races, as compared to the 1960 race (he ran unsuccessfully for the Congress then).
"Most Senate members are constantly raising money
and oblivious of their constituents. They’re always
thinking about the next election and what the ’machine’
thinks. They rarely, if ever, get anything done." Gore
Vidal
What sets Vidal apart from so many of his new
colleagues is the simple fact that he is more intelligent,
sincere and honest thanthey fantasize of being.
He thinks circles around his opponents (he has four of
them in his bid for the Senate) and Brown, in particular,
refuses to answer the challenges of Vidal to a debate,
fearing that he’ll be crucified by a plethora of cutting
remarks.
Obviously, the crowd of 300 senses this after listening
to the linguistic wizardry of Vidal. The man knows how to
assemble abstract thoughts and themes into concrete
sentences decipherable by the masses.
Gore Vidal has passed through SJSU with his flamboyant bandinage amid a cool and calm exterior.
He presented a brief dissertation at the outset of his
speech explaining his platform ( peace, isolationism,
disarmament, reduction in taxes and defense spending,
opposition to the Peripheral Canal and corporate
taxation) and then fielded a number of queries from his
audience with a flair and fervor exhibited by few
politicians.
That’s what distingLishes Vidal from his peers, an
"sheer
honesty that cries out because of despair
frustration," he says.
He convinced a few more people, including myself, of
that last Friday.
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the mailbag
Program Board
seeks support
Editor:
This letter is not directed so
much to the Spartan Daily as it is to
the Music Department and the
students at this campus who enjoy
classical as well as avant garde
music.
The Program Board has
brought, over the years, a number of
outstanding performers to this
campus, world-renowned artists
whose appearances have lent great
prestige and repute to the campus
and community of San Jose State
University.
They include Peter Serkin,
Carlos Montoya, the Prague String
Quartet, Gil Scott-Heron, Anthony
Braxton and Philip Glass. There is a
danger now that such artists will no
longer appear here.
It is the intention of some
members of the A.S. board of
directors that the two positions on
the program board responsible for
these presentations be axed.
Why? They do not say, but
ostensibly their reasoning is that
they sometimes cost more to
produce than they take in.
Although the Program Board is
funded annually and is specifically
required to present such programs
without concern to income, the AS.
board of directors don’t like the
idea that they don’t make money.
If you are concerned about
seeing programs like Michael
Lorimer and Steve Reich being
eliminated please call or write
James Rowen, Associated Students
office, Student Union Building,
gJSU, 277-3201. He is responsible for
wanting to eliminate these
programs.
If enough people care about
what happens to classical presentations on this campus and let Mr.
Rowen know how they feel, perhaps
we can prevent this mindless
decimation of culture on campus.
Bill Rolland
Director
A.S. Program Board

Program Board
receives kudos
Editor:
I would like to thank the hardworking, dedicated students who
serve on the A.S. Program Board.
First on Friday, Gore Vidal;
then the next day, a great Blues
Festival! Fantastic!
Thanks for securing funding for
putting on the Blues Festival. It was
one of the best programs I’ve been to
this semester.
1

Next year, let’s return the Blues
Festival to a two-day affair like last
year’s.
Gore Vidal was one of the best
speakers I’ve seen come to SJSU.
More! More!
Larry W. Narachl
Environmental Studies
senior

Financial Aid
pages praised
Editor,
On April 22, I read a number of
articles pertaining to financial
assistance. I want to congratulate
you for devoting time and space
regarding such important information that concerns students
needing financial help.
Many students may not return to
San Jose State University next
semester because of their lack of
funds. These articles gave students
ideas on what they can do to get
financial assistance. I hope these
students will look for the help they
need. They must understand that
financial help is not given on a silver
platter anymore.
Manuel M. Solis
Business Administration
freshman

Disease doesn’t
excuse abortion
Editor:
In response to last Wednesday’s
article on Tay-Sachs, I wish to point
out something that is very important. This genetic disorder does
have to be dealt with, but not at the
expense of a pre-born child that has
it.
When you’re told that you have
the option to abort (the child), you
have the choice of dealing with him
or her or avoiding the situation
because of its inconvenience.
If you choose abortion, then in
effect, what you’re doing is having
the child’s existence wiped off the
face of the earth so that he won’t
have to deal with any pain, or should
I say, you won’t have to allow any
imperfections. Oh, wonderful!
I can’t think of any action that is
more lacking in love or compassion
for one’s fellow man.
Do you readers realize that this
utilitarian and perfectionist attitude
is the same attitude that would
cause someone to shoot his horse in
the head because its leg is too badly
broken?
The horse, which is only a
possession, is put out if its misery,

Da
lx
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but you don’t have the right to take
someone else’s life In the same
situation.
Yes, the child will suffer and will
cause you to have to put out a lot
more to help deal with Tay-Sachs,
but since when does any man or
woman have the right to be hardhearted and exempt from any
tenderness and charity that he or
she owes to his or her fellow human
beings?
Do not believe for one second
that the decision to do away with
someone who will suffer from TaySachs is humane, because that is one
big lie that creeps into our thoughts
without our knowing it.
I propose a challenge to anyone
comtemplating abortion because of
Tay-Sachs or any other reason! Give
the child to me! There are some
people, myself included, who are
willing to take care of less fortunate
children. This is no joke!
We should not be frightened
away by the prospect of raising a
child with Tay-Sachs or any other
imperfections! None of us are
perfect, so we should never expect
that from anyone else, including and
most especially the unborn children.
Liz Castagna
Theatre Arts/Dance
sophomore
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Daily Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to
hear from you-our reader. Your
ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By
listening to our readers we feel we
can better serve the campus community.
Letters to the Mailbag, opinion
articles and press releases are
gladly accepted.
Our policy for accepting such
material is as follows:
Letters
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Letters should not exceed 3541
words.
Letters should be submitted t),
the Spartan Daily office (JC 2081
weekdays, or by mail to the
Mailbag, c/o the Spartan Daily, San
Jose State University, 125 S. Seventh
St., CA 95192.
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CSSA rep satisfied with fee increase plan

S.

By Scott Shif rel
The chairman of the statewide student organization
said he is "generally pleased" with a state commission’s
recommendation that student fee increases be tie(’ to a
formula.
Bill Klein, chairman of the California State Students
Association, said students around the state "are concerned with the quality of their education."
The California Postsecondary Education Commission, an advisory body to the state legislature,
recommended last week fees of between $300 and $600 a
year for California State University Students.
"When you are faced with a choice between quality,
access and fees," Klein said, "they ( CPEC) said fees. And
more and more students across the state agree with that."
The student organization helped sponsor the

legislative resolution asking CPEC to make a study of the
possibilities and consequences of increased student fees.

Last week’s recommendation is a result of that study.
Last year, students were faced with fee increases that
were "sudden, arbitray and ad-hoc," said Marj Dickinson, an associate director at CPEC.
Students in the CSU system now pay about $300 a year
plus a $46 surcharge. At SJSU, that adds up to about $196 a
semester.
Gov. Edmund Brown Jr.’s proposed 1982-83 budget
recommends fees of between $189.50 and $206 a semester.
But a revised budget proposed is due today.
Klein said the revision is Ilk ly to forecast a $1.5
billion to a $2.5 billion deficity in the state’s treasury. The
California constitution forbids deficits of more than

-spartaguicie
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will have a talk on
"World Views" at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Costanoan
Room. For more informaton call Alan Logan at 292-2282 or
Jim Stochl at 288-6339.
Native American Students is conductiong Awareness
Day from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. today at the Seventh St. barbecue pits. For more information call Alan Levinthal at
277-2479.
The Advertising Club will host a speaker, Curtis
Wright, at 6 p.m. today in the S.U. Guadalupe Room. For
more information call Deanna Ricketts at 277-8455.
Amnesty international will meet today at 2:30 p.m. in
the amphitheater. For more information call Martin at
266-4340 or Steve at 379-6395.

Battle, health educator at 277-2222.
ASIAN will have a community workshop from 2:30 to
4:30 p.m. today in the S.U. Costanoan Room. For more
information call Gary Jo at 277-2894.
Black Students of Engineering will have elections at 6
p.m. today in Engineering 148. For more information call
Thomas Arzu at 287-8999.
SJSU Concert Band will have a free concert today at
8:15 p.m. in the Concert Hall of the Music Department.
For more information call Lavone at 277-2905.
Reed Magazine will conduct poetry readings at 7:30
p.m. tomorrow in the SJSU chapel. For more information
call Kate Adams at 998-1731.
The Black Pre-Law students will meet at 5 p.m.
tomorrow in the Afro-American conference room. For
more information call Janelle LaVigne 275-0613.

ASPB will have a debate about the Peripheral Canal
( Prop. 9) tomorrow at noon at the S.U. upper pad. For
more information call 277-2807.

Career Planning and Placement will have disability
awareness day/adpative device display from 10 a.m. to
2:30 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Costanoan Room. For
more information call Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272.

The Meteorology Department will have a seminar on
"A second order Closure Turbulence boundary Layer
Model for Operational Use" by William Thompson,
tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in Duncan Hall 615.

Career Planning and Placement will host a speaker
on hie after graduation hum 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Art
Quad. For more information call Cheryl Allmen at 2772272.

ASIAN will discuss issues in the Chinatown community today from 9:30 to 10:20 a.m. in DMH 348. For
more information call Gary Jo at 277-2894.

Career Planning and Placement will discuss careers
with TASCO at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in BT-50. For more
information call Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272.

Student Health Service will have a stress
management workshop from 12 to 1 p.m. today in the S.U.
Council Chambers For more information call Oscar

The Chemistry Department will have a seminar on
"Chemical Evolution of Life: An Alternate Hypothesis" at
1:30 p.m. tomorrow in Duncan Hall 505.
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He said he was also concerned with the automatic
nature of the fee mechanism. "It (the recommendation)
ties fees in automatically," he said.

TONIGHT!!
All seats ONLY $1.00!!

BEST PICTURE
BEST DIRECTOR

STANLEY Nammagagli

By Dean Precoda
The minimum requirement for a president’s scholar
It was an occasion filled with pomp and circumstance. is virtual perfection. Students must have a 4.0 G.P.A. in
The organ music was church-like, the deans of each two of the last three semesters.
department, garbed in black regalia, honored the
Dean’s scholars must have a 3.65 C.P.A. for either of
president’s and dean’s scholars of their respective the last two semesters.
departments at Morris Dailey auditorium Friday afOne president’s scholar, Sheila Joyce, who will
ternoon.
graduate in August from business accounting, said, "I
The featured speaker, and the only person dressed in have more control over my life ( compared with other
blue regalia, was State Senator Alfred E. Alquist whose students). I have more job offers."
11th district does not quite include the campus, but acJoyce said that she has gotten straight "A’s" all of the
cording to President Gail Fullerton, Alquist (Chairman of way through SJSU. While in junior college, she only
the Senate Finance Committee) was indispensible in received four B’s.
setting up the financing for the Clark Library.
After the 45 minute honors convocation, the honor
According to presiding chair of the university honors students and their families were invited to a reception in
committee, Dr. Marie Carr, there are about 200 the Loma Prieta Room of the S.U. by President Fullerton
president’s scholars and 300 dean’s scholars.
and the members of the academic procession.

GRADUATES
MOVE UP TO A
VERSATEC CAREER
/\

IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA
It you’re that aggressive, team -oriented - and talented - Engineer interested in a technical career beyond the ordinary - you’re looking at VERSATEC. Were #1 in our industry
- way out front in diverse electrostatic printer/plotter technology. And were Sin employee involvement - a company that encourages participation and open communication.
Our Company Representative will be on campus to interview graduates with Bachelors’
and Masters Degrees in Electronic Engineering, Computer Science. Systems Engineering.
Systems Development and Mechanical Engineering.

Associate Mechanical Engineer
Perform engineering assignments related to research, development or product SUpp[ift
enhancement of electrostatic printer/plotters, including design o! servo mechanisms,
tooling, precision mechanisms and packaging Will also work with adhesives, laminatioe.
moldings and plating technology.

Design and develop digital and analog electronics for rniLroprocessor-based printer/plot
ter systems. Will work with high speed TTL and MOS circuits. LSI devices and microproceSsor architecture

Associate Software Engineer

LOCKWORK
\FORAM&

Electronic Engineer

Work with the Systems Hardware Engineering group and assume responsibility for micro
processor Systems development, digital electronics design and software integration.

Software Engineer

Be involved with Minicomputer Graphics Software, working on Host Computer Applica!inns Software in FORTRAN and BASIC

Software Engineer

AS a team member, your responsibilities will be in coding microprocessor based graphics
controllers,
Make your career move to VERSATEC. a company with 35% sales growth in ’80-81 and a
management style that’s open, responsive and actively involved in your professional success and advancement. Excellent salaries and a FULLY PAID benefits package .. plus
VERSATIME - flexible working hours initiated as the latest step in doing more for our people.
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CAMPUS INTERVIEWS]
Tuesday, May 11

To schedule an appointment, ph-i
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"A lot of students are concerned with Access," he
said.
"Our recommendations are the least damaging of a
sad assortment of options," Dickinson said last week.
The other options, she added, include campus
closings, reduced state support for off-campus programs,
not increasing faculty in the face of increasing enrollment
and admitting students to overcroweded programs.

Support engineering lab in development of software for printer/plotter products. Includes
ieal-time microprocessor programming. assembly and high level language programming
and diagnostics

’A Clockwork Orange’ is one of the
few perfect movies I have seen in my
lifetime. -Rex Reed, N.Y. Sunday News

Mon Fri
5 CO-6-00
Sat urday
10 !loon_

Although the CSSA represents the nearly 300,000
students in the CSU system, Klein said "it is difficult to
tell what the students want."

Associate Electronic Engineer

WINNER N Y FILM CRITICS AWARDS

HAPPY HOUR

legislature will increase financial aid."

Klein stressed that "there must be a process for incremental raising I of fees) and there must be financial
aid."
CPEC’s proposal recommends both.
Dickinson said the formula for fee increases the
commission proposes would tie student fees to state
support.
The state now pays an average of $3,000 per student.
The proposal is to have students in the CSU system pay
from 10 to 20 percent of that figure.
It also recommends financial aid increases along with
any student increases.
"If fees went up to $600 then the state would have to
put in $16 million," Dickinson said.
Klein, however, feels that "there is no guarantee the

Convocation ceremony honors students

Campus Ambassadors will have Bible study
tomorrow from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Montalvo Room. For more information call Chuck Austin
at 356-5126.

Spartan Daily

$390,000.

. iitact your
Markwith

(408) 748- 3202

Morris Dailey Auditorium
78, 10 PM
Islext_W_e.eic Woody Allen Classic,
ay& y thing You A IwiniWintkillu_Know_Aboul ic_k!"
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

It interviews are not convenient, please write us at VERSATEC, 17 10 Welsh Ave. Santa
Clara CA 95051 An equal opporliinity emplovm M,Ff
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Week-long activities
encourage fraternity,
sorority participation
spectators to the fountain hear some of the songs we
sing," he said. "And it was
area.
Each fraternity and a chance for the Greeks to
sorority sang three songs, a compare songs."
Delta Zeta pledge
fight song, a ballad, and a
"rowdy" song.
Karen Berlin spoke about
the her first yellfest.
Nu,
Sigma
fraternity winner of the
"It was a lot of fun,"
yellfest, entertained the she said. "I liked seeing all
dancing
and
singing
the songs I haven’t seen
crowd
to "Fraternity Man," "So I before."
Jewhurst,
Decided to Join Sigma Nu"
Suzanne
and "Sigma Nu, Sigma Nu, Delta Zeta president, said
her favorite event was the
Sigma Nu." For an encore,
yellfest because, "it’s fun
they performed "Lulu"
according to member Steve listening to everyone.
Everyone was so relaxed
Lavelle.
Kappa Sigma and Pi and had fun getting into
placed other house’s songs."
Kappa Alpha
At the Western Party
second and third in the
Wednesday night at Kappa
fraternity competiton.
participation,
In the sorority com- Sigma,
petition of the yellfest. which was based on a
Kappa Delta placed first percentage of members in
with "We are KD," "I attendance, was won by
Understand" and "The Kappa Sigma, Sigma Nu
Greeks Go Marching On."
and Delta Sigma Phi
Delta Zeta placed placed second and third
second and Delta Gamma among fraternities. Kappa
was third among sororities. Delta placed first in the
The yellfest seemed to sororities,
while
Chi
be the favorite event Omega placed second and
among many Greeks, and Delta Zeta placed third.
Besides free rides on
fun for spectators also.
"I think this is great," the mechanical bull, the
an
beer chug was the main
said Danette Chapman,
administration of justice event.
the
all
Pi Kappa Alpha won
like)
junior."11
for the fraternities with
enthusiasm they have."
"I think it’s a good idea Sigma Nu placing second
they the Greeks) get out," and Theta Chi third. Delta
said Michelle Twedt, a Zeta won the sorority
recreation senior. "They competition, with Chi
Omega second and Delta
should do it more often."
A Kappa Sigma Gamma third.
member, Robert Mush,
On Friday, the final
saia the yellfest was day of the competition, a
"pretty fun."
games tournament was
"It was a chance for held in the S.U. games
some of the non-Greeks to area. Bowling, foosball and

Hy Dawn Furukawa
When Greek Week
came to a close last Friday,
Kappa Sigma was the
overall winner for the
second consecutive year
among the fraternities. Chi
Omega won the comthe
between
petition
sororities.
Delta Sigma Phi and Pi
Kappa Alpha place second
and third in the fraternities, while Kappa Delta
and Delta Zeta were second
and third among the
sororities.
Lisa McCarty, Greek
Week chairwoman said she
thought the week went off
well overall.
"The percentage area
of scoring needs changes to
a different point scale,"
McCarty said. "Otherwise
it went well. There was a
lot more participation than
last year."
The week-long event
was kicked off last Monday
with Kappa Sigma
fraternity and Chi Omega
sorority
winning the
banner contest.
Chi Omega President
Peggy Irvine said the
banner contest was her
favorite event.
"It was fun to see
everybody else’s work and
talent," she said.
Sigma Chi fraternity
and Gamma Phi Beta
sorority were second, and
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
and Delta Zeta sorority
placed third.
Wednesday’s yellfest
drew 320 Greeks and approximately 75 curious
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The Phi Delta fraternity charges towards the finish line while
the Sigma Nu team tr ies valiantly to catch up during the
ping-pong were played.
Overall winners were
Sigma Chi and Delta Zeta.
Phi Delta Theta and Theta
Chi tied for second among
fraternites while Chi
Omega and Kappa Delta
placed second and third
respectively among
sororities.
The final event of the
week was the dance in the
faculty dining room with
the band "Atlantis."
Participation points
went to Kappa Sigma,
Delta Sigma Phi and Phi
Delta Theta for fraternities
and Chi Omega. Kappa
Delta and Delta Zeta for
sororities.
According to McCarty,
the goal of Greek Week was
to promote unity and
participation
between
houses.
The Greeks disagreed

Marriott’s aids fund raiser
Fraternity bounces big bucks towards charity
By Dawn Furukawa
Members of the SJSU chapter of Sigma Alpha Mu
fraternity and their supporters bounced their way into the
hearts of the American Heart Association last Saturday
afternoon.
Sigma Alpha Mu members bounced their basketballs
for eight hours at Marriott’s Great America, raising close
to $1,200 for the American Heart Association, according to
Garry lammle, Sigma Alpha Mu national service project
director.
According to the American Heart Association, the
event was the "most imaginative fund-raising event ever
carried forward by an American college fraternity in
support of the Heart Fund."
"It was much better than last year," Lammle said,
adding that having the event at Marriott’s meant more
community participation and a $750 increase in donations
over last year.
Two Shaker cheerleaders from the San Jose Earthquake soccer team were on hand. For a dollar donation
to the Heart Association, park guests were allowed to
"Kiss-a-Shaker."

"It shows we do more than drink beer," he said. "We
can be at Santa Cruz right now, but we’re here."
Pledge John Farmer said, "I came out here to be part
of the fraternity and give my earnest and wholehearted
support to the Heart Association."
Will Linder, a business junior, raised $252, the most of
all participants for the association, and won a four-day,
three night all-expense trip to Yosemite, compliments of
KSJO in conjunction with Yosemite.
"It’s easy to get sponsors," he said. "One of my
sponsors said the Heart Association helped her mother out
when she had a heart attack and pledged five cents per
hour."
Each participant was sponsred for each minute he or
she bounced. The participants could be paid up to five
cents per minute, and $9 maximum overall.
Linder said this year’s event was much better than
last year’s held at Oakridge Mall in San Jose.
"There is a lot more crowd participation," he said.
"You can talk to people. Little kids come up and want to
bounce the ball and Bugs Bunny was over here bouncing
for awhile too."
Linder said the importance of him being there was all
the money goes to the Heart Association.
"If it helps one or two people, it does my heart good
and is well worth the time spent here," he said.

Alpha Phi sorority also helped out the fraternity.
"We share the same philanthropy," said Jenny
Morgan. "They helped us out at our teeter-totter-a-thon,
so we decided to help out here."
Many guests of the park stopped as they were walking
by to watch fraternity members bounce.
As one man put money into a canister he said, "It’s
just that I owe my life to the heart association."
The man, Vern Marcos, explained later that he had a
pacemaker which cost $2,000.
"If it wasn’t through donations, a lot of people
wouldn’t get pacemakers." he said.
Fraterny members told why they decided to bounce
balls all day.
Mike Hanlon, Sigma Alpha Mu president said, "I
think it’s great we get out here and raise money for our
national I philanthropy)."
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$110.00
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$50.00
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$100.00
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$325.00
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$12.00 Swashbuckler
$28.00 Thief
Snack Attack
Sup’R’Mod II
Basic Faster Better Disk
All Big 5 cass
Snake Byte
The widest selection of
Electric Duet
Software for Atari, Apple,
Metal Printer Stand
TRS-80, PMC, CP/M, NEC,
Diskette Binder
Xerox 820, etc.
Leather Diskette Case
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used equip. too. NEC PC8001A

Merlin
Doubletime Printer
32K Ram Card AT
Galactic Chase AT cass
Keypad AP
Magic Window
Micro Modem II
Howardsoft Tax Preparer
Okidata Printer 82a
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Diskette Holder 51A"
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Prices good thru May 31.

Where price is not a dirty word.
Campbell at 394 E. Campbell Ave.
Fremont at 3820 Peralta Blvd.
Sacramento at 4544 Auburn Blvd.

(408) 370-0199
(415) 790-1070
(916) 486-1695

PIZZA
All You
Can Eat Night

The School of Education and Disabled Student
Services of SJSU are presenting the internationally known "Kids on the Block"
puppet troupe from Washington, D.C.
on Monday, May 10 in the SU Ballroom.
"Kids on the Block" is an innovative way
to teach children about people with d is
abilities and can be a valuable tool for
educators and human service professionals.

Performances: 9:00am. 2:00 pm.
Workshops: 10:00 am. - Noon and
3:00 pm. - 5:00
Workshop Fees: $5 for SJSU staff,
faculty & students. $10 for
Non-SJSU (performances only)

BECOME A NURSE
IN THE AIR FORCE

EVERY WEDNESDAY 6:00 to 9:00
Children $1.75 Adults $3.50(plust..)
San Jose
1705 Union Ave

Advanced registeration required:
Contact Secondary Education,
277-2642 or Disabled Student
Services, 277-2971 for register
ation forms. Brenda Baynard or
Peggy Grodhaus.

GALL NOW
GALL COLLECT

Lloyd Collins
Nurse Recruiter
331 Negenberger Rd
Suite 0803
Oakland, CA 940
(4151273-7435
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Where can you get S..

Nock

BECOME A PART
OF THE FUTURE

(Curtner and Union)

(265 Piedmont Rd
IPiedmont Hills Shop (enter)

377-5681

251-6310

s

One unit credit available, call
Dr. Wilson at 277-2677

1,191 Santo lines Ill
(Santa Teresa and Colliet

226-5885

2306 Almaden Road
Kollar, and Almaden/

393N Capitol Ave
(body’s Shop Center}

266-8780

16311 Cophol F opressway
IGemto Shop Centeri

926-4/91

238-9500

Cupertino
1392 S Bascom Aveno’
Z7,an Jose, CA 95128

Yeilding said. "That’s the
most important thing."
"We don’t get a chance
to work together too often,"
Bombarde said. "It’s good
for PR for the campus to
see what’s going on, that
we are a fun group."
"It was a time for
others to see what we do, to
advertide Greek life on
campus and make others
more aware of us,"
Jewhurst said.
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I

we are students."
Kappa Delta president
Karen Bombarde said she
didn’t think the percentage
points were calculated
correctly.
the
is
"There
unethicalness of having to
pay for points," she said.
But even with the
complaints, all Greek
interviewed said they had a
good time.
"We had fun."

The Kids

Bring in this
coupon and get
yourself a free
lunch with the
purchase of any
lunch on our menu
(You can eat / or
you can be nice
to a friend and
let them eat for
free!)

1,0,1,

on whether the goal was member Mike Ruspil said,
achieved.
"It was a good basic idea
"This year Greek but it kind of got out of hand
Week was kind of a farce," on the competitive side."
By giving points for
said Bret Yeilding, Delta
Sigma Phi president, percentage of attendance,
"because of lack of par- Ruspil said the larger
ticipation and too much houses were handicapped.
"One hundred percent
emphasis on winning.
"It ( the competition ) show for anything is rare
tended to drive apart for large houses," Ruspil
houses instead of pulling said. "People have things
to do. We need time to
them together."
Phi Kappa Alpha devote to school because
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Chariot Races, during last week’s Greek Week.
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I .n e98-man -band breaks Spartan Pub stupor
.wO"a
By Lee Sherman
He gave the impression that two people were playing
at one time as he awakened an otherwise complacent
Spartan Pub from its Friday afternoon stupor.
"If you haven’t seen one of these instruments before,
this is something called a Chapman electric stick," explained Jim Lampi, as he demonstrated the new instruments possibilities.
His left hand played the bass parts and his right hand
played the treble parts, as his fingers hammered the
strings attached to the board around his neck.
When Lampi added vocals that were a cross between
a country rock style and the soul sound of Stevie Wonder,
he became a virtual one-man band.

"When you’re a solo, you’re trying to think of
everything at once," he said later.
I.ampi said reactions to the stick vary.
"You’re going to have a certain amount of people that
realize it’s something different, and a certain amount that
are oblivious," he said. " A lot of people think it’s just a
guitar, they can’t even tell by their ears."
His theory was borne out by the responses of Pub
patrons.
"To me, it sounds like a bunch of noise," said health
science senior Sharon Ainsworth. "It doesn’t have any
meaning."
Charley Thompson, a radio/TV senior, said he was
"amazed at his ( Lampi’s ) ability to play a bass and a

rhythm guitar at the same time."
"When he first started playing. I was looking to see if
he had a tape recorder because it was so complicated,"
Thompson added.
Chris Goddard, an art student working on his
master’s, was more critical.
"The first time I’d ever heard the instrument was a
revelation I think he needs a little bit better amplification," Goddard said. "He has plenty of power but he
needs a little more range of tones."
Aeronautics senior Brad Young was hearing the stick
for the first time.
"It’s pretty cool," he said. "It makes him a one-man

Social Work school
feeling the squeeze
of sagging economy
By Cary Wyant-Shairer
The effects of cuts in
social service programs
are being felt by SJSU’s
School of Social Work,
according to Luis Medina,
dean of the school.
There has been almost
a 50 percent reduction in
qudents applying to the
school in the past two
years. Medina said the
recent fall -off in applications may be attributed to cuts in social
services
resulting from
SProposition 13 and budget
cuts by the Reagan administration.
Medina
also said
graduates from the school
"by and large are having
trouble getting jobs,"
though opportunities still
exist in the San Jose area
for jobs in mental health.
The "double-barreled
shotgun" of the Reagan
budget cuts coupled with
state cuts from Propostion
13 have also practically
funds for
eliminated
internships,
student
Medina said.
He said social work
students must have "a
certain faith that things
will turn up and that
economic policies will
(ik:Ihange."

"I don’t see how a
society like ours can just
ignore the poor," Medina
said.
The need for social
workers and funds for
programs is increasing
because of economic hard
times, he said.
Social workers from a
local Catholic agency have
told Medina their clients
are having a harder time
than ever because of increased rents and utility
bills. The social workers
now see their clients eating

IMO

1982
Summer
Charters
Peak Season Rates
June - September

London
$739
Round-trip

Zurich
$749
Round-trip

half of their sandwiches for
lunch and saving the rest
for dinner.
"They
the social
workers) tell me they’ve
never seen anything like
that before," Medina said.
He said private industry can help the poor
through donations to
charities but "There are
limitations on what they
can do," noting there’s no
way they can make up for
the
combination
of
government budget cuts
and inflation.
"If it ( inflation were
in just one or two areas,"
Medina said, "It would be
easier for people to deal
with. But it’s transportation, housing, food,
increased utilities."
Medina said he isn’t
sure where the money for
social services will come

from.
"It ( the money) will
come through the states
now - but there will be
( in the
reductions
amounts)," he said. "I’m
not too optimistic the
county can do much."
Medina said social
work students who know
Spanish still have a good
chance of finding jobs.
"The mission of the
school )of social work) at
SJSU is to help prepare
students to work with the
Hispanic community," he
said. "Agencies are still
looking for people with
language skills."
Medina said social
work agencies, located in
San Francisco and in Los
Angeles, have recently
asked him for a list of SJSU
graduates who speak
Spanish.

by Steve Pandort

Luis Medina, dean of the School of Social Work, says his
program is feeling the impact of proposition 13 and federal
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budget cuts. Enrollment dropped almost 50 percent in two
years because students search for careers in more demand.

Concert to feature student soloist, conductor

SJSU band to perform in ’unique show tonight
By Vivian Vasquez
The SJSU Concert Band will present a
"unique" concert at 8:15 tonight in the Music
Building Concert Hall.
"It’s unique because each number will
feature a student soloist or a student conductor,"
said John Cline, publicity coordinator of the
Concert Band. "The program will feature works
ranging from classics to jazz."
A Mozart concerto for the french horn will be
performed by Bradley Taylor, a music major.
Kimberly Cook, another music major, will
be performing "Serenade for Solo Alto Sax,"
composed by Frank Bencriscutto.
"This particular arrangement is a jazz inspired serenade," Cline said.

Stuart Clark, also a music major, will
conduct "Flourish for Wind Band," composed by
Vaughn Williams.
Music major Christine Lemmon will conduct
"Chester," an -overture for a band. This piece
was composed by William Schuman.
"Both conductors are energetic," Cline said.
"They put everything they’ve got into their part
of the performance."
According to Cline, the Concert Band varies
from 30 to 50 musicians.
He said director Mark Brandenburg invites
musicians from the community to join the band
in its concerts.
Brandenburg is also a performing musician,
playing principal clarinet for the San Jose

Devices for disabled
will go on display
in art quad today
By Mavis Trimble
A van that makes driving possible
for disabled persons, a wheelchair bike
and special communication devises will
be part of the adaptive devices shown
tomorrow during Disability Awareness
Day.
The Career Planning and
Placement Center is sponsoring
adaptive device displays and an information booth to let disabled students
know of the services available to them,
according to Debra Sampson of the
Center.
According to Sampson, a person is
considered disabled if "they currently
have a physical or mental impairment,
have a history of either one a- can be
perceived as having an impairm,nt."
She said an impairment may be as
visible as a missing limb or the permanent use of a wheelshair, or hidden
such as controlled epilespy, corrected

vision or back trouble.
A person can be perceived as impaired, according to Sampson, if they,
for example, have a speech or vocal
abnormality. Employers might perceive these people as mentally retarded
because of their speech problem and
therefore incorrectly assume they are
unfit for a job.
Sampson, who is the Career Adviser for Students with Disabilities, will
be stationed in an information booth to
answer questions and exp’ain services
offered to disabled students. The booth
will be in the Art Quad from 10 a.m. to
2:30 p.m.
Devices designed to increase
disabled students vocational,
educational and recreational skills Nill
be on display from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
in the S.U. Almaden and Constanoan
rooms. The adapted van will be located
in Ninth Street by the Student Union.
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"I can bend and do all the vocal qualities of modern
music," he said.
Lampi himself, had the last word on the stick.
"It’s a real touchy instrument but the possibilities are
endless," he said.
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band."
Lamm originally a horn player, was attracted to the
stick for this very reason.
"I really like sax," he said, "but I wanted something
where I could also hear a more complete sound."
Lampi said that the stick is actually closest to a piano
but has the advantage of a vibrato effect that can be obtained by sliding along the strings.

Symphony.
"Community musicians lend support to
those sections of the band where students are
still needed," Cline said.
"The band could really use students in the
woodwind and brass sections," he added.
Concert Band is offered through the Music
Band ( Music 120) for one unit.
-Any student who’s played a musical instrument in high school is invited to consider
joining the Concert Band," Cline said. "We’re
really interested in growing."
According ot Cline, the Concert Band
rehearses from 1:30 to 3:20 p.m. on Tuesday and

Thursday. The band usually plays two concerts a
semester.
"We do some things that are challenging and
have a lot of fun," Cline said. "The band also has
a variety of students who particiapte. They’re
not all music majors."
The Concert Band will be sharing the
program with SJSU’s Axe Ensemble, which is
composed of all saxophones. The director is
William Trimble.
Each group will perform for approximately
40 minutes, according to Cline, with a 10-minute
intermission. Admission is free. For further
information contact the Music Depai Lment at
277-2905.

Shortage of funds may force
closing of city art museum
nouncements. The museum now bears a banner with the
campaign slogan, "Ignore it and it will go away,"
The San Jose Museum of Art may close its doors
designed to help the struggle for community awareness.
unless it is able to generate ;100,000 by the closing of the
The goal of the current campaign is to generate "5,000
fiscal year, July 30, 1982.
new, signed -up, paying members" by July 30 in an atDirector
Albert
Dixon,
the
According to Museum
tempt to keep the 12-year-old musuem afloat, Dixon said.
museum is "just about out of operating money."
While Dixon acknowledged the possibility of charging
Dixon made the announcement last Wednesday
admission to the museum, he opposed it stating that "the
morning.
first thing you do is cut off children and older people and
If financial needs are not met, Dixon said, "we may
narrow the perspective of the museum. We might have to
just vanish into the woodwork. Our principle problem is
charge admission) . . . we’d rather have community
that people do not know that we are here."
support.
"The hard-core within the community is already
The 8140,000 received from the San Jose Fine Arts
Commission for fiscal year 1981-82 has already been
here," Olson said refering to the educational support
depleted and the staff is not optimistic about receiving the
group, bookstore, staff and volunteer board that allows
the museum to function in its present capacity.
requested $222,000 for next year.
In the past, the museum has relied upon grants for the
One thing hurting the museum ,according to Dixon, is
competition with other bay area museums such as the San
major part of its funding. Now it is hoping to shift its
Francisco museum of Modern Art. "South bay residents
revenue base to membership support. "We need to
go out of habit," he said, but "that style is changing."
separate ourselves from those kinds of dependencies,"
The irony of the present situation is the museum’s
Dixon said, in view of the present trend away from the
arts and humanities.
planned expansion that has been in the works for several
He emphasized that the museum is not a city, state or
years. Although funding has been provided for the
federally funded museum.
proposed annex through grants from various corthe
According to Development Officer Jane Bulbs,
porations, the funds are specificallly for the expansion.
represent
9
which
has
17,000
members
museum currently
But that funding is contingent upon the museum’s present
percent of its annual income. The present membership
ability to survive on a day-to-day level.
drive is hoping to gain 1 percent of the approximately
What does the museum have to offer in exchange for
500,000 households in the community.
the community’s support? "An operating, functioning, six
The museum, located within walking distance of the
gallery museum with 57 changing exhibits," as well as the
SJSU campus at 110 S. Market St., is planning to saturate
many other cultural services the museum offers the
the south bay community through public service ancommunity, Dixon said.
ir*****************************
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McNair: sociology
By Nancy Gibson
Special to the Daily
Robert McNair was a child, he and his
When
cousins were awakened at midnight by his Aunt
Margaret. "Come with me," she said. "I want to
show you something."
The children followed her downstairs to the floorlength windows of her spacious South Carolina plantation
mansion. She pointed outside and said excitedly, "There,
do you see them? The rabbits are dancing in the
moonlight!"
The next morning McNair’s mother told him, "I think
your Aunt Margaret was drunk. Forget about the rabbits."
But he never did. Hearing his mother tell him to forget
about them only made them seem more real. Today,
Robert McNair is still looking for those rabbits dancing in
the moonlight.
"My Aunt Margaret gave me the idea that there is
more there than meets the eye," he said with a slight
Southern accent. "She had the right glasses on."
McNair, a 66-year-old sociology professor at SJSU for
16 years, seems to be wearing the same glasses. He sees
the beauty in everything and loves to share what he sees.
But he also sees the ugly: he makes everyone see it, forces
them to see it, especially when they don’t want to.
"We are living in the slickest, maddest society in
history," he tells his class, "and it is getting madder.
There are no answers, so why do we run around building a
life as if there are?
"Have you registered for the draft? Don’t! Business is
getting ready to put on a war and they’re gonna blast your
ass into space!"
He stands in front of the class wearing the uniform of
baggy, greyish pants, a beige shirt and
the semester
his "Harvard crimson" jacket that is unevenly faded and
is held together by crooked,uneven stitching. His glasses
stay together with the help of a safety pin.
He is built like a bowling pin, from his head with its
thinning white hair, to his round middle, down to his
cheap, floppy white tennis shoes.
There is always an emotion radiating from his lively
face. He crinkles his nose and eyes over a serious thought.
The next moment his face lights up and he grins the infectious smile of a little boy who just figured out his first

hit

dirty joke
’The people in the office tell me, ’Dr. McNair you
should wear your teeth.’ But I wear them only when I
teach. lam free of worrying about my teeth. I don’t give a
shit about howl look."
McNair doesn’t look like the average college
professor, but then he doesn’t teach like one either.

...about his teaching:
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lam teaching profound truths with
language people can understand’
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McNair uses no textbooks. He relies on literature and
class discussions to make his points. For his Sociology of
Youth and Social Problems classes, he requires novels
such as "Fables of Aesop," "The American Dream and
Zoo Story" by Albee, "The Plaque" by Albert Camus,
Bugliosi’s ’Helter Skelter," "Death of a Salesman" by
Miller, "In Cold Blood" by Capote and Grahame’s "Wind
in the Willows."
"It is the technical language of textbooks that keeps
you from knowing what they are talking about," McNair
said. "I am teaching profound truths with language
the top insights in sociology
people can understand
reduced to where the man in the streets can know what I
am talking about."
Students in McNair’s classes find his flexibility and
his attitude toward grades refreshing.
don’t learn
"All of my other classes stress grades
the stuff but get a good grade," said Curt Huber, a
political science major. "But in Dr. McNair’s class it
the A or the B or the C but understanding the content of
the course that is important. You can take what you get
out of class and apply it to your life and become a better
person."
McNair doesn’t believe in grades. He suggested
trying new techniques of grading such as giving an exam
without a grade or a grade without an exam "and the kids
got angry," he said. "They fell apart."
McNair often tells jokes in class, laughing in a funny,
snorting way. "See? What fun we’re having!" he says
gleefully.
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...about technology:

ch

’Technology alienates you from life’
Although he loves to laugh and to make others laugh,
McNair takes life seriously and personally. He believes
that "technology alienates you from life," so he does not
own a car, he refuses to travel by plane and he does rp t
own a washing machine. He doesn’t trust the medical(
profession so he won’t take medicine. He gave up his
electric blanket because "It’s more fun to have body
heat."
"We can’t destroy the environment, put on the
Vietnam war and be proud of being No. 1 when we aren’t,"
he said. "We are going the way of all civilizations.
Everyone knows we’re down except us.
"We are the joke of the 20th century. Everyone is
laughing at us.
"Banks, money, Reagan, grades are all one set of
answers and they have produced untold problems," he
told his class. "You need to find your own set of answers.
That is what Siddhartha did and what the Manson’s did.
"The Manson crowd didn’t come from out there," he
said with short, quick spasmodic hand movements. "We
produced them. We dropped the first atomic bomb and
we’re pretending we’re going down to El Salvador to
protect El Salvadorians from the Russians? That’s
crazy! "
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...about his breakdown:
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It was a ’great experience’ which
helped him ’to grow and see deeper’

al

Stern-faced, Robert McNair, an SJSU sociology professor, addresses
the problems of life, top. Surrounded by memorabilia given to him by
friends and former students, McNair is at home in his small house near
camus, above. As dusk falls through his windows, McNair relaxes in
the twilight after a day of teaching, silently sipping a can of beer and
smoking a cigarette, left. The track shoes that hang unceremoniously
from his lamp are his prize possessions because they are track shoes
given to him by Lee Evans who set the world record in the 440 in
Mexico City in 1968

Photos by Dave Lepori
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At one point, McNair was taking life too seriously and
let his anger build to the breaking point.
"I drank punch with LSD in it two months before the
break," he said, "and my psychiatrist said it was my own
personality, too, that was responsible. I was angry at the
American culture, angry with the racial question in my
childhood and angry with Harvard for not dealing with
problems and angry with the church so I just started
screaming.
"I rose from bed at midnight and tore up the
refrigerator and broke the windows. Then I ran naked
down the streets. I screamed for 20 minutes.
"Then the cops came and quieted me down and I
committed myself to Valley Medical."
McNair stayed at Valley Medical for three weeks,
then moved into a recovery house near campus. He
returns to the house every evening for dinner. "I use their
companionship to stay sober," he said.
After being declared "legally sane" almost two years
later, McNair returned to SJSU to teach. This stamp on
his records calling him competent gives him
more
leeway, he said. "I can do whatever I want."
The breakdown was a "great experience"
McNair
said, which helped him to grow and to see deeper."
McNair’s life has been filled with experiences both
joyful and sad and each experience leaves its imprint on
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professor talks...
his character.
As a child in his hometown, Lotta, South Carolina, he
learned at a young age the importance of life and the
finality of death when his mother died. Her death, when
McNair was 11 years old, came after many years of
sickness.
McNair also learned, first hand, the ugly reality of
Southern racism.His hatred of racism was evident then,
as it is now, in his classroom.
"The blacks had things I didn’t have," he told his
lass, "and the whites had things I didn’t want. The blacks
did good cooking, seemed to hold up under tragedy and
had an attitude toward life that they could love. The
whites were thin-lipped with a Scotch-white mentality."
McNair adniits later that, because of the racism and
the death of his mother, his childhood was "rather
painful" and played a part in his nervous breakdown.
"But it gets less and less painful the more I get into the
present."
He tries hard to live in the present and is not interested in talking about his past. But his past is far from
uninteresting.
After leaving Lona at 17, McNair attended Wake
Forest College and then Harvard, where he received his
bachelor of divinity degree.
In addition to his professorial duties, McNair is also a
some-time, albeit disillusioned, Episcopal priest.
This would probably surprise many of his students,
considering his frequent use of profanity and his obvious
pleasure in telling dirty jokes to the class.
The four-letter words are used for their shock value,
he says. "Of course, as a priest I would never use
profanity. I’d use Latin but it takes so much more
breath."

...about marriage:
’I’m all for the experience of
marriage, but life together first, for
God’s sake. Marry after the child
is on the way.’
Although McNair’s own marriage ended after 14
years, he still believes fervently in the institution of
marriage, but with a twist.
"I’m all for the experience of marriage," he said,
"but live together first, for God’s sake. Marry after the
child is on the way."
As a priest ’in good standing," McNair still marries
students occasionally, but goes no further in participating
in the church. He has decided that the church has "sold
out" and that religion is "silly."
"The claims of the church are spurious," he says.
"They represent the bank. The institution bored me.They
are so interested in money they forgot what their business
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People are looking for answers but they won’t find
them in institutionalized religion, McNair said. "The
answers are going to have to conic from their own heads."
What brought about such a drastic change’ "The
students changed my attitude," he said. "They answer
my questions and keep me going. They keep me young."
When a former student told McNair that his class
made him think and "shook him up," McNair acted
surprised.
"Did I really shake you up? Why? It was the truth."
Besides, he added with a giggle, "I’m not interested in
what you’re thinking. I’m trying to improve myself."
After receiving his bachelor of divinity degree, McNair lived with Indian tribes in Arizona and New Mexico
his PhD in
for almost three years and received
anthropology.
"We were there to find out what they knew and to save
what they knew. They knew we were friends trying to help
with the survival of their culture."
McNair then taught sociology at the University of
Pennsylvania. But when McNair got a divorce, he was
tired.
"They don ’t put up with divorced people there," he
said. "That’s why I came to California. People don’t think
those things are important here. A priest being divorced
and teaching was shocking. Priests aren’t supposed to get
livorced."
So McNair moved to California and taught religious
courses at Berkeley’s Graduate Theological Union. But he
"got tired of it" and moved to San Jose in 1965.
"I like freshmen before they get corrupted," he said
"I teach more intelligent people now."
McNair and SJSU have a "mutual admiration
society," he said. "I adore SJSU. I think it’s great and it
annoys me that the faculty can’t see it. They live in Palo
alto. Why don’t they live in the community? It should be a
law."
And SJSU seems to adore him.
"Dr. McNair always tries to make people feel better,"
said Audrey Vermillion, secretary of the Sociology
Department. "He has the largest student enrollment in
the department. His classes are almost three-fourths full
by advance registration.
"He demands a lot of his students and in return they
give hint a lot. His students are very supportive. If he is
out, they will call and see if he is all right. Last year they
save him a birthday party."
But not all of McNair’s student are full of praise.
"McNair did not relate any of his teachings to youth,
which is what Sociology 174 (Sociology of Youth) is all
about," quotes the Tower List.
Another former student is quoted as complaining that
McNair "constantly talks about opening one’s mind but
refuses to open his mind to listen to opposing viewpoints."
g McNair is "a lot of fun" said Kevin Wagoner, a
student currently enrolled in McNair’s Sociology of Youth
class. Although Wagoner hasn’t learned a lot of factual
information, McNair helps him open his eyes to what is
going on around him, he said.

"My biggest complaint is that he will touch on
something and then get off it real quickly," said the administration of justice major. "We don’t attack the issues
and he doesn’t listen real well.
"McNair gives it to you loud and dirty," Wagoner
added. "But students remember it. We can’t afford to
beat around the bush. Some people are probably surprised or put off by his profanity at first, but after they see
what he is trying to achieve and how important it is, they
understand."

...about SJSU adminstrators:
’I would fire them all and start over’
McNair may "adore" SJSU, but he has harsh words to
say about its administration.
"I would fire them all and start over," he said. "I’d
fire them on prima facie evidence-for building a $13.5
million library that looks like that.
"I’ve waited 16 years for a library and they give me
shit. Just think what! could with scan of spray paint!"
He also has strong feelings about some of his fellow
faculty members, calling them "unaware."
"They call themselves sociologists, but they know
nothing about how society works," he said. "They have
textbook knowledge but it is bad knowledge. It would not
occur to me to listen to anything they say.
"Life is a banquet table and these poor suckers are
starving to death," he said, quoting from the film "Auntie
Mame."
McNair delights in pointing out the "insanity" of
society through examples of day-to-day life.
Our culture is now up to "faking it" he said. "Nondairy whipped cream-there can be no such thing! They
are making non-pig bacon now and the Weight Watcher
crowd can make a pork chop that looks like a pork chop."
McNair’s life Ls his students and his teaching. He is
happiest when he is in the classroom. He actively involves
himself with his students’ activities, especially athletics.
His well-worn, familiar cap is covered with pins and
buttons given to him by students over the years-judo,
bowling, baseball, track, even a pin from a student that
went to the Olympics.
He has a professor-of-the-year pin awarded to him by
an honorary fraternity on campus, and a peace pin from a
student that spent a year in jail for burning his draft card.
He keeps in contact with many of his former students,
even some who are over seas.
McNair said he is not going to retire from teaching.
"I’m going to teach until I’m 70. My chances of getting
that far are practically nil, but if I’m still in good shape
and they say! can’t teach, I will go to the courts."
Sociology department secretary Audrey Vermillion
said she doesn’t know what the department will do when
McNair retires. "But! don’t know what he will do either.
This is his life. He is at loose ends during the summer. He
can’t wait to get back with his students."
McNair looks sad when he dismisses his last class for
the weekend. "I hate to let you go," he said. "I miss you
when you are gone."

SJSt I Ability Awareness Week presents

AWARENESS EXTRAVAGANZA
on Thursday, May 6 at 10:00 am
in the Student Union Amphitheater.
live entertainment will be provided by the Musign Theati.1
Company, and also country and jazz music.
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Laughter is a common form of expression for
McNair, whether he is at home listening to
friends, top, or in his classroom telling jokes to
his Social Problems class, below. Often,
students seek McNair after class, some being
invited to visit him at home. James Hawkins, a
finance senior who is in McNair’s Sociology of
Youth class, takes advantage of a slow afternoon to visit McNair’s and to discuss the
secrets of life with him over a can of beer, right
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’Awesome’ Bulldog attack
destroys Spartan nine, 19-1
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by Gary Buck

Spartan second baseman Kurt Popkins slides safely into home with the Spartans only run in front of
Fresno State catcher Emery Phillips in Monday’s 19-1 loss. the Bulldogs, owners of a 22 -game winning
streak, handed the Spartans their fifth loss in their last six games.

Lady golfers sixth in classic
By Stewart Emerson
The hand of Gale has
come down.., hard.
Since the final round of
the Southern Classic in
Athens, Ga., mercifully
ended last Sunday, Mark
Gale, the Lady Spartans’
golf coach has changed his
easygoing manner to a
liardline stance.
"I’m not feeling too
good...about the results of
our tournament," Gale
said before any questions
were asked. "I think we
were too slow coming out of
the chute."
Not to worry. Of the 17
teams entered in the
tournament, only one
Tulsa. The
showed up
other 16, including SJSU,
stayed in the chute.
Tulsa, runner-up to
three -time defending
champion Georgia last
year, came out and stayed
out enroute to a team
record total of 912, 20
strokes ahead of secondplace Fonda State. The
Lady Spartans finished
sixth, 35 strokes off Tulsa’s
scorching pace.
"We weren’t ready to
play golf," Gale said.
"Julie (Inkster) was
prepared because she had
given RN( lot of mental
thought. She is the example
they ( rest of the team)
should be following as far
as preparation."
Inkster,. who finished
10th in last year’s tournament, started out slow
with a first-round 75, but
came back with a par-72
and a 74 to win by two
strokes over Barb Thomas

Inkster, who finished 10th last year,
won the tournament by two strokes
and Jodie Rosenthal, both
from Tulsa.
"I started out not
hitting the ball very well,"
Inkster said. "But I
scrambled and scrambled
and was able to improve."
Inkster said she worked
with her fairway woods and
driver a few weeks prior to
the tournament. She said
working on her distance
game helped her out on the
expansive par-5 and par-4
holes at the Athens course.
Gale said he was
"absolutely disappointed"
in the team’s showing. To
correct what he feels is a
growing problem (slacking
off), Gale said he is
changing his practice
format from ’play at your
own pace,’ to ’direct
supervision.’
"The team has to
shape up, and I think they
will," Gale said after a
team meeting Monday. "I
didn’t ask for opinions. I
think it (preparation
outline)
was
well
received."
Each
player
is
required to practice at
least 30 hours a week.
Previously, each player
was asked to practice 30
hours a week, two-thirds of
that time on their own.
Gale said each player must
now turn in a "report card"
every Monday until the
NCAA finals, detailing

where, what and how they
practiced during the week.
The NCAA finals start at
the end of May.
"When he (Gale) says
practice 30 hours a week, I
do that anyway," Inkster
said of Gale’s "new"
policy. "I think in the long
run, if we really stick to it it’ll
- these three weeks
help us."
In addition to the
report card, Gale said his
players will be required to
run at least two miles

every’ day ( five days a
week) as a team under his
supervision. Gale said the
running should build up the
Lady Spartans’ endurance
and mental toughness.
"I think this (6th place
finish) may be a blessing in
disguise," Gale said. "We
should be prepared, fully
prepared
(for
the
NCAA’s )." Inkster agreed.
"That’s what I’m
preparing for right now,"
said Inkster, referring to
the finals. "That’s the
biggie of biggies."
Now if only the rest of
the Lady Spartans train
like it’s the biggie of
biggies. If not, Mark Gale
will show them how.

By Mike Jones
"They’re awesome,"
said SJSU outfielder Scott
Hertler, "that’s all you can
say."
Hertler was speaking
of the Fresno State
baseball team after the
Bulldogs had just thrashed
the Spartans last Monday
at Municipal Stadium.
The Bulldogs, ranked
seventh in the nation, took
a 21 -game winning streak
into Monday’s contest,
their last defeat coming
against UC-Santa Barbara
back on March 23.
Now 13-0 in the second
half of the Northern
California Baseball
Association, the Bulldogs
made the Spartans victim
No. 22 as they annihilated
them, 19-1.
The 19 runs scored
gave the Bulldogs 114 in
their last eight games.
"I’m feeling pretty
low," said a dejected SJSU
coach Gene Menges after
the loss.
The bulldogs jumped
all over Spartan starting
pitcher Roy Sanfillipo in
the first inning.
After getting lead-off
batter Joe Xavier to
ground out, Sanfillipo
never retired another
batter as the next seven
Bulldogs all scored. The
were
runs
seven
highlighted by two home
runs, a two-run shot by
Terry Pendleton (who now
owns a 19-game hitting
streak) and a three-run
blast by Randy Asadoor.
Asadoor’s homer sailed
about 400-feet over the
centerfield fence.
Ansadoor’s
After
homer, Sanfillipo was lifted
in favor of Clay Mills.
Mills, who has pitched,
catched, and played in the
outfield for the Spartans at
different times this season,
retired the next two
Bulldog hitters to end the
inning.
In the next three innings, Mills shut out the
Bulldogs, retiring seven
out of eight batters in one
stretch. But the Bulldogs
touched him for three runs
in the fifth and one in the
seventh.

In the eight inning, the
Bulldogs finally knocked
Mills out of the game. The
big blast was Greg Funk’s
two run home run.
Mills was then relieved
by John Hennings, but
Hennings was no mystery
to the Bulldogs as they
closed out the eight by
scoring eight runs.
"I felt good, all the way
until the end," Mills said of
his seven-and-a third innings of relief, the most he
has pitched in a game this
year. "They’re a good club,
a well disciplined team."
Although Menges could
not find much to be happy
about, the performance of
Mills was one bright spot
on an otherwise dark afternoon.
"He showed a lot of
guts," Menges said. "He
battled them well."
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Issues in the Chinatown Community
Community Workshop
9:30-10:20 am
2:30- 4:30 pm
DMH 348
Costanoan Room. Student Union
Poets and Writers Performances with:
Hiroshi Kashiwagi
Genny tim
Norman Jayo

ONLY 42.50
Plus parts if needed

SpARTAN

Mobil

11th and E. San Carlos
410 294-1562 =
SPOI,Olifinq101116{111.

Staorcas Bugs and

11.1.1

13
same great location for ore. 12 years.

Finally.
An Apple
for the
student.

Based on a campus survey,
the proposed Rec Center may include:

All WORK GUARANTEED

10,000 seat muti-use arena
Swimming pool and diving well
Outdoor sundecks
Weight and exercise rooms

Come to an open forum
and voice your opinions on
what you think the REC should be.

dapple computer

ComputerLand’
of Almaden
IA know small computers.
Let us introduce you.
,o35 Almaden

Expressway, San Jos(

a"

267-2182
lob

Sit.’I Si’l Ci %I.: Get a 13" B & W
monitor

Sponsored by the Student Union Board of Directors

SI

El
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An Apple Computer.
With its total versatility, built-in color
graphics, and our complete selection of software
programs, it gives students a real edge in
school. And for the rest of
----akarms2
their lives.
An Apple is so
simple to learn that
we can show you the
basics in almost no
time. So come in today
for a free demonstration. And we’ll show
you how much
smarter you’ll
feel with an
Apple on your
desk.

Handball and racquet ball courts

in the Student Union Council Chambers

SI

7:30-9:30 pm
Rance Studio. PER 262

We voted for
the Recreation and
Events Center,
. . . Now what?

Wednesday, May 5th 1:30-2:30
or
Tuesday, May 11th 10:30-1 1:30
or
Thursday, May 13th 3:30-4:30

4

Wednesday May 5

What do you want?
(GOOD ALL SEMESTER)

AisTAtit sPRlifq
76’.571T,14

STUDENT UNION FORUM

RABBIT SPECIAL

Jacobsen kept the
Spartans off balance all
afternoon, yielding only
four hits two by Kurt
Popkins ) while going the
distance.
The Spartans touched
Jacobsen for their only run
in the third inning.
Popkins led off the
inning with a single and
went to second on Paul
sacrifice
Wilioughby’s
bunt. After Ed Rettagliata
walked, Gene Robinson
followed with a single to
score Popkins for the
Spartaqs only run.
Jacobsen was never in
any trouble from then on as

he faced only 19 batters,
one over the minimum,
during the last six innings.
His teammates helped his
cause by turning three
double plays.
The loss, the Spartans
fifth in their last six games,
dropped their second half
record to 4-9. Their overall.
record is now 14-34.
Fresno State’s overall
record is now 38-10.
The Spartans will be
back in action this weekend
when they take on USF.
The Dons are experiencing
the same problems as the
Spartans, having won only
one game so far in the
second half. The two teams
will meet for a single game
on Friday afternoon at
Mission College in Santa
Clara beginning at 2:30 and
follow with a doubleheader
at USF on Saturday
beginning at noon.

FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
NA, INT\
MN .10st

Basketball courts

RAbbiTPRoblEms?

1 be bulldogs had as
much success against the
Spartan pitchers as the
Spartans batters had
difficulty against Fresno
State pitcher Bob Jacobsen,

Free uith the purchase of an
tpple.
Osborne, or 1.11.11. Personal Computer.
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By Mike Thomas
SJSU head gymnastics coach Rich Chew saw his
dream of having one of his gymnasts become No. 1 in the
nation and take a big step forward when SJSU’s Roy
Palassou won the all-around portion of the United States
Gymnastics Federation Western Regionals last weekend
at Stanford.
Palassou won seven of the 12 events in the compulsory
and open parts of the meet in his quest for national
recognition despite having a painful foot injury that now
confines him to crutches.
S"He has a strained ligament in his right foot," Chew
’said. "We had to change his floor exercise routine because
of it."
Palassou’s total score of 113.85 points qualifies him for
the USA Championships in Syracuse, New York in June.
Along with Palassou will be familiar names like Bart
Conner, a U.S. Olympian and Peter Vidmar of UCLA, the
national collegiate champion.
"They take the top 25 gymnasts and rank them on how
they place in the competition," Chew said. "Right now he
is 10th but we want him around sixth because the top six
make up the national team.

meet," Palassou said. "But that more than likely won’t
happen.
"There are certain events that I can beat them
(Conner and Vidmar ) on," Palassou continued, "but I’m
net as consistant with my performances."

’He is going to be a great asset. We don’t need
a Vidmar or a Conner. We have a Palassou."-Chew
"This is the meet of the year for amateur gymnasts,"
Chew added.
"I could be in the top six easy if I have a good meet,"
Palassou said. "I have to act as if it is a practice and keep
the fact that it is a big meet out of my mind."
Chew said that Palassou is one upcoming U.S.
gymnast that is pushing the big names like Conner and
Vidmar.
"He hasn’t been on the gymnastics scene that long,"
Chew said, "so he doesn’t have the notoriety they have. He
has competed in some of the TV meets but they didn’t
show him."
In the last six months, Palassou has competed in the
Sahlan Cup in South Africa, the Coca-cola championships
in England and in Japan vs. USA, Hungary vs. USA. and
China vs. USA dual meets. This international competition
will help Palassou in his attempt to make the 1984 Olympic
team.

"I have one of the better chances of making it,"
Palassou said.
But first Palassou must make the top six in the USA
championships in June. "I could blow it the _day of the

Chew said that Palassou’s consistancy is one of his
major concerns" right now and that Palassou has already
made major advances.

MEDICAL SCHOOL OPENINGS
Immediate Openings Available in Foreign Medical School
Fully Accredited.
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR DENTAL SCHOOLS
’LOANS AVAILABLE ’INTERVIEWS BEGINNING IMMEDIATELY
For further details ond or information call

Dr. Manley (716) 882-2803
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GREAT 3 -WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM (Model

995)

With Sound Quality So
Fantastic You Won’t
Believe Your Ears!

0

Giant size cabinets give rich resonant
sound to fill even the largest room.
$149 each [$298 for the pair].
Although these 111UM 11114Nell MU
speaker systems are rather large for
the average room. their beautiful
walnut grain color blends well with
any decor.

PRICE WAR!
INCREDIBLE!!

These speakers are one of Marantz’s
exceptionally good values. They are not simply
a "good speaker"; thay are exceptionally
High Quality speakers that produce far better
sound than many other brands of speakers on
the market.

BUT IT’S TRUE!!!

11P-

411P-

You can have your choice of

ANY ONE OF THE BRANDS of
receivers shown below, for only

SO POWERFUL THEY CAN BE USED WITH
THE MAJORITY OF RECEIVERS ON THE
MARKET
5 YEAR SERVICE POLICY INCLUDED FREE!!!

[that’s
right, only
one dollar],

FOR EXAMPLE:

This Marantz Model SR3100 has a sizzling
powerful 2 channel total of:

for a MARANTZ Receiver,
or a PIONEER

Receiver,

or a SONY

Receiver,

88 WATTS RMS! I I
LOUDNESS
DUAL SP EEEEE CONTROL
TAPE
MUTING
AM -FM STEREO MONITORS
i

GYRO
TOUCH TUNING

or a TECHNICS Receiver,
or an AKAI

Receiver,

or a KENWOOD Receiver,
or a JVC

Receiver,

or a YAMAHA

Receiver,

or an ONKYO

Receiver,

with the purchase of one
pair of the speakers shown
above, at the prices shown above
of 1149 per speaker.
(LIMIT: ONE RECEIVER PER CUSTOMER!)

VOLUME

POWER
LED
READ-OUT
METERS
SIGNAL STRENGTH METER
DUAL WATTAGE METERS

BALANCE

BASSI MIDRANGE
TUNING METER

TREBLE

FUNCTION SELECTOR

Go to any other stereo store in the city and ask
if they will sell you this same receiver, (brand new),
for less than the manufacturer’s list price of $350.00
But now, it’s yours for only ONE DOLLAR
when you buy one pair of the speaker systems shown above,
at the price advertised above.
The SPEAKERS are $149 each, for a total of $298 for the PAIR.
Thus, your complete cost for the two speaker systems AND
the receiver comes to a total of $299.

I),

ALL of the advertised receivers and speakers are BRAND NEW, in FACTORY SEALED
CARTONS. They are NOT used; they are NOT factory seconds, they are NOT scratched
or blemished. They are ALL BRAND NEW. In many instances they are among the
NEWEST MODELS AVAILABLE, in each brand.

MORE
GOOD
NEWS!!!

If you prefer OTHER BRANDS OF SPEAKERS, we also have many
other brands with the receivers available for $1 with speakers purchase.
Thus, you can purchase selected models of LINEAR SOUND, SONIC, SOUND TEC, JBL
902, etc. in various price ranges; and still get a wide choice of recievers for $1.
Limit: one receiver per customer!

S.

In some brands, we have a choice of different models available Supplies of some Models are limited, so hurry in for best selection

THE WATTAGE FOR EACH
CHANNEL IS 44 WATTS PER CHANNEL INTO FOUR OHMS MINIMUM
CONTINOUS POWER OUTPUT FROM 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz WITH LESS THAN
0.1% TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION. More power than you’ll probably ever need! !
The wattage ratings shown above are for both channels combined

I

2 GREAT STORES TO SERVE YOU! (Each store in dependently owned and operated)
San Jose - Santa Clara Area:

Mt. View - Sunnyvale Area:

STEREO DISCOUNT
CENTERS, INC.

STEREO DISCOUNT
CITY, INC.

1795 W. San Carlos Ave., San Jose292-3904
Open It am -7 pm Mon. thru Fri..10 am - 6 pm Sat..Closed Sunday

1621 El Carrillo Real, Mt. V;

Open 11 am - 7 pin Mon. thru Fri .10

-6 pm Sat.- k,10,

t

